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Miami Herald admits the Democrats transsexual
community is mentally ill  (news)
submitted 23 hours ago by LadyGlitterSparkles

I'm seriously shocked to see a major newspaper acknowledge
the obvious. This article states that upwards of 40% or more of
the community has attempted suicide. The article also
acknowledges most of them suffer from body dysmorphia which
should always be part of the conversation on how to deal with
this group but rarely is. The only mental health issue rampant in
the trans community which they didn't touch upon is DID
(formally multiple personalities) Popular opinion in the
psychiatric community is that about a third of trans people,
those who don't fall into the category of body dysmorphia,
suffer from disassociated identity disorder. DID btw is a trauma
based mental illness caused by severe repetitive child abuse
which is often of a sexual nature.
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/gay-south-
florida/article187957844.html?anf=TOP_STORIES
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[–]  theoldones  33 points (+34|-1 ) 23 hours ago 

i think the normies misunderstand us with talking about trannies
being mentally ill
someone can be a perfectly reasonable human being you can
hold a conversation with AND have a mental illness they should
probably handle, that needs to be talked about and addressed
yet, they act like it cant be both because that would mean
talking about it
permalink

[–]  LadyGlitterSparkles  [S] 22 points (+23|-1 ) 22 hours ago 

Agreed. When I lived downtown in a city with a trans
population I found some to be perfectly intelligent. Shit, I
have no problem calling people what that want to be called. I
do have a problem not being allowed to have an honest
conversation about any given subject. I am against using the
'wrong' pronouns being illegal (CA) instead of just a bit rude. I
am very much against the narrative that somehow if we stop
believing that gender is a construct of biology that this
community will magically be less likely to kill themselves.
There is just no science to support all this PC BS. It's like if I
looked into the mirror and saw myself as obese. Even if I
demand everyone refer to me as obese your eyes are going
to tell you that I am petite, body dysmorphia. Sometimes
people can look in the mirror, hate what they see, and still be
perfectly charming. But I will never believe there are more
than two genders. I will never teach my kids about more than
two genders.
I bring up DID because 1/3 of the their community suffers
from a trauma based mental illness meaning they are most
definitely not born that way.
The LGB community would be smart to drop the T instead of
trying to think of even more letters they can add to their
cause.
permalink    parent

[–]  WitnesstheSalt  21 points (+21|-0 ) 22 hours ago 

Sixty-odd years ago lobotomies were considered the
cutting edge in mental health. In the fullness of time, turns
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out? Not so great. There were some advances in the
understanding of the mind (ie: what happens when you rip
this bit out?), but here and now we look back on the
practice as barbaric.
I think that the future will look back on the lack of support
for good mental health, combined with the bizarre lengths
we're going to to mollify people with serious mental
problems via physical modification, in the same way we
view lobotomies now.


